Italian Ottomans War: Struggle for Libya, 1911–12

This lesser known conflict was an Italian military victory, both on land and, finally, at sea. Rome found itself fighting a protracted counterinsurgency in North Africa to secure its gains. By Joseph Miranda

The Battle of Pydna

Philip V saw his chance to dominate Macedonia while Rome was under attack by Hannibal. However, once Rome defeated Carthage, it turned its attention to Macedonia. At Pydna, Roman maniples demonstrated their flexibility over the cumbersome phalanx formation and ended the Macedonian kingdom. By Sean Hußmann

Stalin’s Command Decisions

There are many parallels between Stalin and Hitler: supreme military command was assumed, not earned, costly underestimation of the enemy, even costlier overestimation of his own force’s capability. The chief difference would occur later in the war: Stalin began listening to his advisors, while Hitler continued to ignore his. By John B. Drury

Sandino’s War in Nicaragua, 1927–34

Through the 1927 Agreement of Tipitapa, Liberal general Sandino continued to fight. Thus began a six year struggle in which the US military eventually lost but learned the art of jungle warfare that supported their success in the upcoming Pacific War. By Terence Co
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